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CityU wins international
awards in invention

The award-winning CityU projects are
Fish Bioassay for Drug Screening and
Environmental Toxicity Testing (Principal
Investigator: Dr Cheng Shuk Han, Associate
Professor, Department of Biology and
Chemistry) and Smart Ambience Therapy
(SAT) (Principal Investigator: Chair Professor
Horace Ip Ho-shing of the Department of
Computer Science).
The research group led by Dr Cheng has
developed a set of tools for drug screening

and pollutant testing using zebra fish, the
outcomes of which are useful for drug
research and development, and pollutant
testing.
Zebra fish is an important model for
studying the development of embryos and
human diseases. This is because
zebra fish embryos exhibit similar
responses as mammalian models to
pollutants and drugs for cardiovascular
diseases, anti-angiogenesis and
anti-cancer.
The innovative SAT technology developed
by Professor Ip combines CityU Body
Brush interactive media technology with
traditional art therapy to create a new tool
in psychotherapy.
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The Body Brush technology is a real-time
body-driven system. Its computer motion
analysis system uses infrared illumination
and innovative graphic-rendering
software that can translate body motion
into 3D paintings. The technology offers
participants new ways for making and
sharing art in a virtual world. With the
carefully designed interactive games and
activities, SAT provides a new medium
for expressing feelings. It is a unique
process for accessing the internal world
through kinesthetic movement, and it is
a communication and emotional outlet
for people recovering from physical and
emotional abuse.
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The innovative technology of CityU
researchers has earned two gold medals
at the 35th International Exhibition of
Inventions, New Techniques and Products
held in Geneva of Switzerland that took
place from 18 to 22 April 2007.
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